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Abstract In this paper，a weak fiber Bragg grating（WFBG）based sensing system applied to the
cryogenic static test of launch vehicle oxygen tanks has been developed and the results of an evaluation
are reported. A customized sensor encapsulation and installation method allow for precise strain
measurement at cryogenic temperatures. The reflection peaks of series-connected WFBGs with low
optical loss are obtained，ensuring high system reliability in harsh environments. The experimental
results show that the maximum full-scale error is less than 0. 81% full-scale error. The temperature is
as low as −193 °C during the test. This study also demonstrates a practical method in which WFBG
can be used to obtain critical parameters for structural monitoring in a cryogenic environment.
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The latest generation of launch vehicles，such as
the Proton-M（Russia），Falcon Heavy（American），

Ariane series（European），and Long March 5（LM-5）
series，is being explored to meet the ever-increasing
requirements of satellite clients（China）. The design
and manufacture of large-scale cryogenic fuel tanks
have been considered the challenging aspects of
launch vehicle design［1］. Taking LM-5 as an example，
it is powered by two 50-t thrust engines which burn
liquid hydrogen（LH2）and liquid oxygen（LOX）. A
large amount of energy necessitates new

technologies to increase the fuel tank strength［2-3］.
The cryogenic static test must be validated for
feasibility and security. The specific process involves
applying a load to the fuel tank based on its current
stress state during operation. A strain gauge
measures the strain at the critical point of the fuel
tank. In this manner，the strength of the fuel tank is
evaluated by analyzing the state of stress during
pressurization at cryogenic temperatures. Hundreds
of strain gauges are typically required to cover all
measuring points on a fuel tank. Due to the relatively
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large size of the cable，the measurement system may
occupy a large spatial envelope. In addition，
electromagnetic interference and short circuits can
cause significant errors and even failures［4-6］.

As a typical optical fiber sensor，a fiber Bragg
grating （FBG） has been extensively studied for
parameter monitoring of the launch vehicle fuel tank
due to its excellent characteristics such as
lightweight， compact size， and immunity to
electromagnetic interference［7-8］. One of the first
efforts made was to bond FBGs to the LH2 tank for
structural health monitoring by NASA and
McDonnell Douglas［9-10］. Kang et al. bonded FBG
sensors to a filament wound tank and measured strain
during the hydrostatic pressurization［11］. Park et al.
embedded FBG arrays in a cryogenic composite tank
and monitored the strain during insertion of liquid
nitrogen（LN2） and pressurization［12］. Furthermore，
real-time strain measurement of a composite LH2

tank was performed on a reusable rocket at a height
of 42 m. The FBG sensor result was found to be
consistent with the strain measured by the strain
gauge and the internal pressure of the LH2 tank［13］.
The FBG-based strain measurement of the fuel tank
had been validated. However， the multiplexing
capability of FBG is limited by its high reflectivity
（usually greater than 80%），which cannot meet the
requirements of large-scale use in the cryogenic static
test of fuel tanks［14］. Furthermore，most previous
research concentrated on strain measurement in a
laboratory at room temperature. Some researchers
have investigated strain monitoring at cryogenic
temperatures， but this is only a confirmatory
experiment， rather than the cryogenic static test
required by aerospace standards. In the development
of launch vehicles，the strain loading process does
not follow the cryogenic static test.

Weak fiber Bragg grating（WFBG）has recently
gained popularity due to its extremely low reflectivity，
which will greatly increase the multiplexing capacity
of sensor arrays［15-17］. Because of their high reflectivity
and large operating wavelength range，FBGs can
only transmit about ten different wavelengths in a

single fiber. When WFBGs are used，the reflectivity
of the grating is greatly reduced. As a result，
gratings with the same Bragg wavelength can be
linked in the same fiber at the same time. Thousands
of sensors can be multiplexed in one fiber when
combined with time-division multiplexing technology.
A large-scale WFBG sensor array combined with
optical frequency domain and time domain
reflectometry has been one of the hottest research
topics in recent years，and it is also a promising
solution for cryogenic static testing of fuel tanks［18］.
However，the weak reflectivity of WFBG leads to a
small amplitude of the reflection peak and a
poor signal-to-noise ratio（SNR） of the reflection
spectrum. Meanwhile，the cryogenic static test for
the large fuel tank of the new generation of the launch
vehicle is more complicated due to the high thrust
and pressure，which poses challenges for the sensing
system. The primary challenge in cryogenic static
testing of launch vehicles is that WFBG is exposed to
a harsh environment with ultra-low temperatures and
high strain. Therefore，it is necessary to study the
survivability，reliability，and stability of WFBG in
harsh environments of the cryogenic static test.

In this paper，the sensing properties of WFBG
are systematically studied in harsh environments. A
tailored sensing system is intended to improve the
performance of cryogenic large strain measurements.
Finally，three WFBGs connected in series with low
optical loss are used in the cryogenic static test of the
LM-5 oxygen tank，with two WFBGs measuring
strain and another WFBG monitoring temperature
during the test. The strain measurement errors are
analyzed in detail.

The schematic of the WFBG-based sensing
system is shown in Fig. 1（a）. The WFBG formed
within the optical fiber acts as a notch filter，reflecting
light at a wavelength （referred to as the Bragg
wavelength）that satisfies the Bragg condition. In one
optical fiber line，several WFBGs are connected in
series. The reflection spectrum is obtained using a
Fabry-Perot filter-based demodulator［19］， having a
demodulation frequency of 2 Hz，a wavelength stability

of 1 pm，8 channels，and a wavelength range of 1525
to 1565 nm. The effects of strain and temperature on
the Bragg condition have been widely reported［20］ and
are exploited in this research. The WFBGs are
produced“ in-house”using the phase mask method.
The UV source is a pulsed 248 nm KrF excimer
laser（Coherent BraggStar）. A single pulse has an
energy of 15 mJ and a duration of 25 ns. WFBGs
have a reflectivity of ~0. 5% and a full-width half-
maximum of 20 pm.

According to the coupled-mode theory， the
reflectivity of the grating is related to the period and
refractive index，which is affected by the ambient
temperature［21］. However， it is difficult to get an
analytical expression due to the complexity of
numerical calculation［22］. As a result，in an 8-hour
LN2 immersion experiment， the reflectivity and
Bragg wavelength of WFBG are investigated. In the
experiment，both acrylate coated WFBG and bare
WFBG are used. The reflection spectra at room
temperature（25 °C）and LN2 temperature（−196 °C）
are shown in Fig. 1（b）. When the WFBGs are
immersed in LN2，the reflection spectra of both the
coated and bare WFBGs shift toward the short-

wavelength direction. The coated WFBG has a
wavelength offset that is roughly twice that of the
bare WFBG. It is because that the high thermal
expansion coefficient of the acrylate coating improves
the temperature sensitivity of WFBG at cryogenic
temperatures. Meanwhile， the reflectivity of the
coated WFBG is significantly reduced by the ambient
temperature， whereas the reflectivity of the bare
WFBG is unaffected. The variation in reflectivity
during the LN2 immersion is depicted in Fig. 1（c）.
At room temperature and in LN2，the variation in
reflectivity of bare WFBG is less than ±0. 04%.
Therefore， a bare WFBG should be chosen in
cryogenic applications to ensure a high SNR of the
reflection spectrum. Based on this result， all
subsequent tests in this experiment use bare WFBGs
rather than coated WFBGs. The wavelength shift
during the LN2 immersion is depicted in Fig. 1（d）.
Both the reflectivity and wavelength are restored
when the WFBGs are taken out from LN2，showing
good repeatability. The results also indicate that the
WFBG can maintain a stable performance at
cryogenic temperatures.

The reliability of the WFBG sensing system in

Fig. 1 Sensing system and WFBG cryogenic properties. (a) Schematic of WFBG-based sensing system; (b) reflection spectra,
(c) reflectivity variations, and (d) wavelength shifts of acrylate coated WFBG and bare WFBG at different temperatures
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are exploited in this research. The WFBGs are
produced“ in-house”using the phase mask method.
The UV source is a pulsed 248 nm KrF excimer
laser（Coherent BraggStar）. A single pulse has an
energy of 15 mJ and a duration of 25 ns. WFBGs
have a reflectivity of ~0. 5% and a full-width half-
maximum of 20 pm.

According to the coupled-mode theory， the
reflectivity of the grating is related to the period and
refractive index，which is affected by the ambient
temperature［21］. However， it is difficult to get an
analytical expression due to the complexity of
numerical calculation［22］. As a result，in an 8-hour
LN2 immersion experiment， the reflectivity and
Bragg wavelength of WFBG are investigated. In the
experiment，both acrylate coated WFBG and bare
WFBG are used. The reflection spectra at room
temperature（25 °C）and LN2 temperature（−196 °C）
are shown in Fig. 1（b）. When the WFBGs are
immersed in LN2，the reflection spectra of both the
coated and bare WFBGs shift toward the short-

wavelength direction. The coated WFBG has a
wavelength offset that is roughly twice that of the
bare WFBG. It is because that the high thermal
expansion coefficient of the acrylate coating improves
the temperature sensitivity of WFBG at cryogenic
temperatures. Meanwhile， the reflectivity of the
coated WFBG is significantly reduced by the ambient
temperature， whereas the reflectivity of the bare
WFBG is unaffected. The variation in reflectivity
during the LN2 immersion is depicted in Fig. 1（c）.
At room temperature and in LN2，the variation in
reflectivity of bare WFBG is less than ±0. 04%.
Therefore， a bare WFBG should be chosen in
cryogenic applications to ensure a high SNR of the
reflection spectrum. Based on this result， all
subsequent tests in this experiment use bare WFBGs
rather than coated WFBGs. The wavelength shift
during the LN2 immersion is depicted in Fig. 1（d）.
Both the reflectivity and wavelength are restored
when the WFBGs are taken out from LN2，showing
good repeatability. The results also indicate that the
WFBG can maintain a stable performance at
cryogenic temperatures.

The reliability of the WFBG sensing system in
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harsh environments is critical due to the cryogenic
temperature and large strain of the oxygen tank. The
temperature independence of optical fiber loss had been
demonstrated［23］. Experiments，however，revealed that
at cryogenic temperatures，the loss in optical fiber with
fusion joints increases significantly. As a result，
three WFBGs are fused in series［see Fig. 2（a）］，

and the optical loss at cryogenic temperatures is
investigated. Heat-shrink tubing protects each fusion
joint. The reflection spectra of WFBGs with
different optical fiber bending diameters are
collected. Figure 2（b）gives the image of the optical
fiber with a bending diameter of 10 cm at room
temperature. It can be seen from the reflection
spectrum in Fig. 2（c）that the reflectivity of the three
WFBGs is ~0. 5%，without obvious optical loss. As
shown in Figs. 2（d），2（f），and 2（h），the optical fiber is
immersed in LN2 and the bending diameters are
adjusted to 10 cm，6. 7 cm，and 5 cm，respectively.
Figures 2（e），2（g），and 2（i） show the reflection
spectra for the appropriate wavelengths. It can be seen
from the reflection spectra in different states that the

optical loss is increased significantly with the
reduction of the bending diameter. This is because the
polyethylene polymer in the heat-shrink tubing is
melted and wrapped onto the optical fiber during the
heating process. When the optical fiber is placed in a
cryogenic environment， the heat-shrink tubing is
contracted by cooling. The stress on the optical fiber
inside the heat-shrink tubing differs from the stress on
the optical fiber outside the heat-shrink tubing.
Bending the optical fiber in this manner causes
extreme stress at the junction， resulting in the
significant optical loss. As a result，when laid in a
cryogenic environment， the optical fiber near the
fusion joint should be kept as straight as possible.
Continuous grating fabrication introduced in
Ref.［24］，which avoids fusion points，is a preferable
solution in large-scale application of WFBG at
cryogenic temperature.

Since the strain in the oxygen tank exceeds the
operating range of the WFBG， the WFBG is
encapsulated by a customized substrate with small ends
and a large middle. Figures 3（a）and 3（b）show the

image and encapsulation schematic of the WFBG strain
sensor. The strain desensitization degree is related to
the length，depth，and height of the substrate. The
encapsulation structure is effective in the faithful
transmission of strain to WFBG. Figure 3（c）
depicts the WFBG temperature sensor encapsulation
schematic，which is based on a tube encapsulation.
Because of the consistent chemical properties of the
low-melting glass and alumina ceramic tubes， the
WFBG is protected from a harsh environment.

The strain calibration is carried out in a
cryogenic chamber. The WFBG strain sensor is
bonded to an aluminum alloy specimen. There is
glue only at both ends of the grating area，and there
is no glue in the grating area. As a result，the grating
spectrum is guaranteed not to chirp，ensuring that the
glue does not affect sensing performance. A quasi-
static tensile load is applied to the specimen by a
tensile testing machine. As shown in Fig. 3，one
side of the tensile testing machine is fixed to the
bottom of the cryogenic chamber. The specimen of
aluminum alloy is shown in the inset. The cryogenic
chamber is filled with LN2 and the strain sensor is
immersed in it. Therefore，the temperature of the
WFBG is stabilized at −196 °C during the calibration.
During the loading process，the Bragg wavelength of

WFBG is recorded every 166 με until 4000 με and
every 333 με until 0 με during the unloading process.
A strain gauge bonded to the other side of the
specimen is used to measure the tensile strain.
Figure 4（a）shows the strain calibration results. The
data is fitted with second-order polynomials with a
good quality of fit（the fit coefficient R2 > 0. 99906）.
The fit coefficients are displayed in the figure. A
sensitivity of approximately 0. 36 pm/με is obtained，
which is only one-third of the strain sensitivity of the
unencapsulated FBG［25］.

The low-melting glass pre-stretches and fixes
the two ends of the WFBG in the temperature
sensor. At cryogenic temperatures，the low-melting
glass performs consistently. As a result，it ensures
that the stress on the WFBG remains constant
throughout the temperature calibration process and is
not affected by strain. The temperature calibration is
conducted with an operational range from ~−252 °C
to ~50 °C. The sensor is calibrated initially in a
Dewar filled with LH2（~− 252 °C） similar to the
setup used in previous thermal expansion
measurements［26］. The WFBG temperature sensor is
mounted in close thermal contact with a reference resistive
temperature device (RTD). The entire assembly is
gradually lowered into a Dewar and submerged in LH2.

Fig. 3 Encapsulation and calibration of WFBG sensor. (a) Image of a customized strain sensor; (b) substrate encapsulation
schematic of strain sensor; (c) tube encapsulation schematic of temperature sensor; (d) quasi-static tensile testing system at

cryogenic temperature

Fig. 2 Influencing factors of optical fiber loss at cryogenic temperature. (a) Schematic of series-connected WFBGs with fusion
joints; images of optical fibers with bending diameter of (b) 10 cm at room temperature and with bending diameters of
(d) 10 cm, (f) 6. 7 cm, and (h) 5 cm at LN2 temperature, corresponding to the reflection spectra of (c), (e), (g), and (i)
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image and encapsulation schematic of the WFBG strain
sensor. The strain desensitization degree is related to
the length，depth，and height of the substrate. The
encapsulation structure is effective in the faithful
transmission of strain to WFBG. Figure 3（c）
depicts the WFBG temperature sensor encapsulation
schematic，which is based on a tube encapsulation.
Because of the consistent chemical properties of the
low-melting glass and alumina ceramic tubes， the
WFBG is protected from a harsh environment.

The strain calibration is carried out in a
cryogenic chamber. The WFBG strain sensor is
bonded to an aluminum alloy specimen. There is
glue only at both ends of the grating area，and there
is no glue in the grating area. As a result，the grating
spectrum is guaranteed not to chirp，ensuring that the
glue does not affect sensing performance. A quasi-
static tensile load is applied to the specimen by a
tensile testing machine. As shown in Fig. 3，one
side of the tensile testing machine is fixed to the
bottom of the cryogenic chamber. The specimen of
aluminum alloy is shown in the inset. The cryogenic
chamber is filled with LN2 and the strain sensor is
immersed in it. Therefore，the temperature of the
WFBG is stabilized at −196 °C during the calibration.
During the loading process，the Bragg wavelength of

WFBG is recorded every 166 με until 4000 με and
every 333 με until 0 με during the unloading process.
A strain gauge bonded to the other side of the
specimen is used to measure the tensile strain.
Figure 4（a）shows the strain calibration results. The
data is fitted with second-order polynomials with a
good quality of fit（the fit coefficient R2 > 0. 99906）.
The fit coefficients are displayed in the figure. A
sensitivity of approximately 0. 36 pm/με is obtained，
which is only one-third of the strain sensitivity of the
unencapsulated FBG［25］.

The low-melting glass pre-stretches and fixes
the two ends of the WFBG in the temperature
sensor. At cryogenic temperatures，the low-melting
glass performs consistently. As a result，it ensures
that the stress on the WFBG remains constant
throughout the temperature calibration process and is
not affected by strain. The temperature calibration is
conducted with an operational range from ~−252 °C
to ~50 °C. The sensor is calibrated initially in a
Dewar filled with LH2（~− 252 °C） similar to the
setup used in previous thermal expansion
measurements［26］. The WFBG temperature sensor is
mounted in close thermal contact with a reference resistive
temperature device (RTD). The entire assembly is
gradually lowered into a Dewar and submerged in LH2.

Fig. 3 Encapsulation and calibration of WFBG sensor. (a) Image of a customized strain sensor; (b) substrate encapsulation
schematic of strain sensor; (c) tube encapsulation schematic of temperature sensor; (d) quasi-static tensile testing system at

cryogenic temperature
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A diode RTD monitor is used to track the temperature
（Stanford Research Systems， SIM923A）. The
temperature is then calibrated in a variety of settings，
including an LN2 tank（~−196 °C），an alcohol bath
（~−80 °C and ~−60 °C），and constant temperature
oven（~−40 °C，~−10 °C，~20 °C，and ~50 °C）.

The relation of the temperature and the corresponding
Bragg wavelength shift is displayed in Fig. 4（b）.
The R-squared value of 0. 99987 is obtained by a
third-order polynomial fit. The sensitivity near LN2

temperature is approximately 2. 16 pm/° C［inset in
Fig. 4（b）］.

The interfacial bond strength between the
WFBG sensors and the oxygen tank is the most
important factor for accurate measurement. The
proper adhesive is selected from several candidates
by the so-called pull-off test［27］. The candidates
include two-component epoxy adhesive （EP-34B，
Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co.，Ltd.），ceramic
adhesive （Ceramabond 569， Aremco Products，
Inc.） ， and instantaneous adhesive （CC-33A，

Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co.，Ltd.）. Two
aluminum alloy specimens are bonded together with
different adhesives and placed in LN2. After that，the
specimens are subjected to a tensile load. Table 1
shows the tensile force generated when cracks form
in adhesives. As can be seen， the instantaneous
adhesive combined with the epoxy adhesive can
withstand a greater load than other candidates.
Hence the instantaneous adhesive has been chosen as
the primary adhesive for bonding the sensors to the
oxygen tank. After fully drying，the epoxy adhesive
is then applied to sealing the interfacial bonding.

Based on the research above， the WFBG
sensing system is applied to the cryogenic static test

of the newly-developed oxygen tank. The oxygen
tank is manufactured by using 2219 aluminum alloy
with friction stir welding. The diameter is as large as
5 m whereas the thinnest part is only 3 mm.

During operation，the oxygen tank is subjected
to internal pressure， resists from the atmosphere，
and gravity， and thrusts from the engine and
boosters，as illustrated in Figs. 5（a）and 5（b）. The
ground test platform is constructed following the
actual stress state of the oxygen tank，as shown in
Fig. 5（c）. To control the internal pressure，pure
nitrogen is injected. The upper side of the oxygen
tank is blocked to simulate the resistance from the
atmosphere and gravity. The axial force is applied
to simulate the engine thrust. The combined forces

Fig. 4 WFBG sensor calibration. (a) Wavelength varying with applied strain in LN2 after second-order polynomial fit of
experimental data; (b) wavelength varying with temperature after third-order polynomial fit of experimental data (inset:

results near LN2 temperature)

Table 1 Bonding property at cryogenic temperature

Adhesive

Epoxy adhesive
Ceramic adhesive

Instantaneous adhesive
Instantaneous adhesive+

epoxy adhesive

Tensile force /N

2. 5
15. 6
84. 2

92. 8

Bonding
property
Poor
Poor
Good

Very good

of F1 and F2 are applied to simulate the oblique
upward thrust of the booster. In the central control
room， three WFBGs are linked in series to the
demodulator. The WFBGs are labeled“WFBG1”，

“WFBG2”， and “WFBG3” according to their
optical transmission path. The strain sensor based
on WFBG1 is bonded to the bottom of the oxygen
tank in the hoop direction. The WFBG2 strain
sensor is bonded to the welded line on the side
along the longitudinal direction. The WFBG3
temperature sensor is used to monitor the
temperature of the oxygen tank surface. The
reference strain gauges are also bonded close to the

WFBG sensors. The reflection spectrum，strain，
and temperature during the test are monitored and
saved in real-time.

LOX is often replaced by LN2 in aerospace ground
tests due to its low temperature and stable physical
stability［28］. In this test，1865000 L（49000 cm/s2）LN2

is used to fill the oxygen tank. The pressurized
system slowly loads the axial force，F1，F2，and
internal pressure. Due to the need for confidentiality，
the detailed values are normalized from 0 to 1. The
specific loads during pressurization are depicted in
Fig. 6. The schematic of pressurization is shown in
the inset.

The hoop strain at the bottom of the oxygen
tank measured by the WFBG1 sensor and
corresponding strain gauge is recorded in Fig. 7（a）.
Because the detailed data is confidential，the original

data is normalized from 0 to 1. During the first
60 min， the load is gradually increased and
maintained for about 3 min at each step，resulting in
a step-rate line on the strain measured in real-time.

Fig. 5 Schematic of test platform for cryogenic static test. (a) Position of oxygen tank in launch vehicle; (b) stress state of oxygen
tank during operation; (c) ground test platform for simulating stress state of oxygen tank

Fig. 6 Loading process of axial force, F1, F2, and internal pressure during pressurization (inset: pressurization schematic).
(a) Axial force, F1, and F2; (b) internal pressure
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optical transmission path. The strain sensor based
on WFBG1 is bonded to the bottom of the oxygen
tank in the hoop direction. The WFBG2 strain
sensor is bonded to the welded line on the side
along the longitudinal direction. The WFBG3
temperature sensor is used to monitor the
temperature of the oxygen tank surface. The
reference strain gauges are also bonded close to the
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and temperature during the test are monitored and
saved in real-time.

LOX is often replaced by LN2 in aerospace ground
tests due to its low temperature and stable physical
stability［28］. In this test，1865000 L（49000 cm/s2）LN2

is used to fill the oxygen tank. The pressurized
system slowly loads the axial force，F1，F2，and
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specific loads during pressurization are depicted in
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60 min， the load is gradually increased and
maintained for about 3 min at each step，resulting in
a step-rate line on the strain measured in real-time.

Fig. 5 Schematic of test platform for cryogenic static test. (a) Position of oxygen tank in launch vehicle; (b) stress state of oxygen
tank during operation; (c) ground test platform for simulating stress state of oxygen tank

Fig. 6 Loading process of axial force, F1, F2, and internal pressure during pressurization (inset: pressurization schematic).
(a) Axial force, F1, and F2; (b) internal pressure
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The strain gauge and the WFBG1 sensor agree. The
strain differences between the WFBG1 sensor and
strain gauge are shown in Fig. 7（b）. The full-scale
error is less than 0. 81% full-scale error（FS）. The
difference between the WFBG sensor and strain
gauge may result from a mismatch of sensor angles
and locations between them. Although each pair
which consists of a WFBG sensor and a strain gauge
is bonded at the same location， a small angle
difference is inevitable. Figure 7（c） depicts the
longitudinal strain at the welded line on the oxygen
tank’s side. The combined force of axial force，F1，
F2，and internal pressure causes a reverse strain at
the measuring point. Fig. 7（d） displays the
measurement error. The full-scale error is less than
0. 65% of the FS error. The reflection spectra of
WFBG1 and WFBG2 sensors are shown in insets in
Figs. 7（b） and 7（d）. The reflection peaks with
large amplitude are obtained by well-designed optical
fiber wiring and good protection.

Figure 8 displays the temperature measured by
the WFBG3 sensor. It can be seen that the
temperature plunges from 35 °C to ~−193 °C during
the LN2 injection， and then remains substantially
stable. During pressurization， the temperature

fluctuates between − 193. 9 °C and − 193. 3 °C，as
shown in the lower insert. The temperature
sensitivity of WFBG near LN2 temperature is
approximately 2. 16 pm/°C，as shown in Fig. 4（b），

so the wavelength drift of the WFBG strain sensor
caused by temperature fluctuation is less than
1. 3 pm. The measurement error caused by
temperature fluctuation is less than 3. 6 με for the
WFBG strain sensor with a sensitivity of 0. 36 pm/με.
Given the wide range of the measured strain，the
influence of ambient temperature can be ignored.
This result is critical for the application of WFBG in

Fig. 7 Strain measurement in cryogenic static test. (a) Hoop strain at bottom of oxygen tank measured by WFBG1 strain sensor
(inset: spectrum of three WFBGs); (b) error of hoop WFBG1 sensor; (c) longitudinal strain at welded line on side of

oxygen tank measured by “WFBG2” strain sensor (Inset: spectrum of three WFBGs); (d) error of longitudinal
“WFBG2” sensor

Fig. 8 Temperature variation measured by “WFBG3”
temperature sensor (upper inset: reflection spectrum
of three WFBGs; lower inset: temperature

fluctuation during pressurization)
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cryogenic static tests so that temperature compensation
is not required in this case.

In this research，the WFBG is applied to the
cryogenic static test of the newly-developed LM-5
oxygen tank. The cryogenic properties of WFBG，

optical loss，and adhesive strength are investigated to
validate the feasibility of a WFBG-based sensing
system in a harsh environment. The customized
sensor encapsulation allows for the precise
measurement of large strains at cryogenic
temperatures. The maximum full-scale errors are
0. 81% and 0. 65% compared to the reference strain
gauges. The measurement error caused by the
temperature fluctuation is ignored because the
temperature of the tank surface is stable during the
test. The experiment results show that the WFBG
can pass the cryogenic static test of the oxygen tank.
More WFBGs will be used in strain gauges in a
single optical fiber line，according to future research.
Because the results enable new testing capabilities，
the results of this work are also expected to find a
wide range of applications. WFBG’s multiplexing
capabilities enable the deployment of a spatially
dense array of sensors at cryogenic temperatures
for superconducting RF cavity characterization，
cryogenic piping monitoring，and a variety of other
applications.
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